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Digital publishing isn’t exactly new territory, but there is still a lot of land left to be explored and discovered. Unfortunately, 
some publishers are still wary of leaving traditional print and haven’t given digital publishing a chance. They may have a website 
and some social media accounts, but that’s not enough. They are missing out on a large chunk of their potential market, 
especially their future market. Recent numbers show that while digital publishing isn’t yet in the majority of how people view 
their magazines, it’s on the rise, with digital magazine revenue doubling since 2015. Here are five reasons why you should 
explore digital publishing.  

MORE CONTENT 

The digital environment is an exciting place for publishing. While in 
traditional magazines, you only had two ways to express your 
message—words and photos—with digital publishing, there are so 
many more avenues to explore and use to your advantage. You can 
add audio, videos, graphics, interactive elements, links, carousels, 
and more. Whether your message is selling something, promoting 
an opinion, educating, or telling a story, it’s much easier to explain 
and entertain with a variety of tools at your disposal.  

 

 

 

 

REAL NUMBERS 

While you can keep count of how many physical copies of 
your magazines are sold, there are some numbers that you 
can’t get. How many sales were lost from people giving their 
read copies away? What stories did people find most 
compelling? What ads worked? What are people saying 
about these articles? 

When you go digital, you get a lot more answers. With web 
analytics tools such as Google Analytics (or one of the many 
others available), you can keep track of everything—
demographics, page views, location views, devices used, and 
what’s being clicked. With all this information, you’ll know 
more about what your readers want to see and be able to 
cater to them more efficiently.  

https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/2018/06/research-shows-significant-increase-in-digital-magazine-consumption/
https://blog.paperlit.com/blog/the-huge-growth-of-digital-magazines
https://www.leadfeeder.com/blog/website-analytics-tools/#gref
https://www.leadfeeder.com/blog/website-analytics-tools/#gref


 

 

 SOCIAL SHARING 

Every marketing professional knows that word of mouth is the ultimate marketing tool. For a consumer to like 
something enough to share it with their peers is giving it their stamp of approval. 

 Unfortunately, print content is hard to share. Sure, a consumer can recommend a magazine or story, or perhaps lend 
out a physical copy if they have one on hand, but digital publishing has changed the game. With just a click of a button, 
one person can share an article they like to hundreds, if not thousands, of people. If their followers click the link and 
like the article, the process continues. All of this can happen within minutes. Online, a well-timed, well-written piece can 
change your entire business. 

DO BOTH 

While digital readership is growing rapidly, people still like to have the print option available. If you were to dive right 
into digital and get rid of traditional altogether, you would be losing a large chunk of your market, so make sure you 
give your customers both. There are tools out there, such as the Dynamic Print Generator (DPG), that allow you to 
publish your magazine online so that each issue becomes a fully interactive website. What separates the DPG from a 
regular website is that it merges your print and digital workflow into one seamless environment while giving users the 
ability to pick and choose pages of interest to print out or share on their social media accounts. 

DON’T PANIC 

Like all new things, digital publishing was seen as a threat. It happened with music, where CDs gave way to MP3s, and 
for a while, the industry was in flux. Now streaming services such as Spotify or Apple Music run the market yet, 
surprisingly, vintage products such as vinyl and even cassette tapes have found a balance. With movies and television, 
streaming services like Netflix or Prime Video now eclipse DVD sales and regular cable subscriptions, but people still go 
to the theatre in record numbers. 

Change may be scary, but a balance is always found between the old and the new. With publishing in all forms, the scary 
parts have already happened and now the balancing act has begun. Newspapers have found an audience online by 
releasing their stories on their websites. In book publishing, they discovered that tablets, eReaders, and audiobooks 
were a great solution to the digital scare. For magazines, there are all sorts of ways to digitally release stories and 
issues, such as Apple’s new News application, publishing straight from your websites, or new tools such as the Dynamic 
Print Generator. There are plenty of options available; it’s just a matter of finding the best solution for you. 

 

Sources:  

Chart—Increase in Digital Readership: https://www.marketingcharts.com/cross-media-and-traditional/magazines-traditional-
and-cross-channel-83731/attachment/mequoda-magazine-readership-trends-june2018 

Chart—Digital Magazine Revenue: https://blog.paperlit.com/blog/the-huge-growth-of-digital-magazines 

The Dynamic Print Generator (DPG) available from Sutton Integrated Solutions. Call Gord Sutton at (416) 502-8607 or email 
gord@suttonintegrated.com for more information. 
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